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Statistics tracking the outcome of mergers and acquisitions show
failure rates well over 50%; some studies indicate up to 70%.
Why are these projects unsuccessful? What are the root causes
and how can the statistics be turned in the acquirer‘s favor?

So where does it go wrong…?

Start with reflecting on this quote from the CFO of a Norwegian public
company:
We have re-evaluated all our historical acquisitions.
Those which were successes would still have
been successes with 50% higher acquisition price.
Failures would have remained failures,
even with 50% lower acquisition price.

This statement from an experienced CFO is much deeper than it may
seem at first glance. The quote expresses something that few
understand and even fewer live by: Successful acquisitions are not
related to "pinch the last million" in the negotiations, not linked to having
performed a flawless legal corporate due diligence – and failure is not
caused by missing synergies! The degree of success is driven by the
acquiring company’s implementation capability and focus on postmerger integration:
The main challenge of corporate acquisitions
is not to acquire, but what you do with what you have acquired –
with sufficient strategic insight, focus, speed and vigor

Is there hard statistical evidence for this assertion? No, not really –
because the cases have too many variables and differing preconditions.
However, there is a great deal of research in the form of international
surveys among business leaders, and vast amounts of academic
qualitative analysis on the topic.

The conclusions, whether they derive from management interviews or
best practice surveys, clearly point toward a confined set of success
factors; i.e., why one succeeds when the outcome eventually is
evaluated as being successful:
• Clear goals and good integration planning
• Speed
• Emphasis on breaking down cultural barriers
What about the other way – why it goes wrong?
Causes of failure fall into three main categories:

Weak strategic logic and theorizing of synergies

Successful mergers
and acquisitions are
driven by good
integration planning,
clear objectives,
speed and emphasis
on cultural alignment

... Immaterial strategic justifications, choosing an acquisition when
other methods provide better risk/reward results, undefined goals,
rationalization of synergies toward weak corporate boards

Discontinuity of project management

... An attitude that "the job is done when the agreement is signed,"
handing over the merger project to line management after the
acquisition without ensuring continuity, excessive belief that this is
something the organization can handle on its own

Poor workmanship during the integration process
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... Lack of post-merger integration planning, sluggishness, delaying
organizational consequences, weak understanding of the unique
psychological ramifications caused by acquisitions and merger
situations
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How, then, can we implement mergers and
acquisitions in a better way?
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There is a great deal of available information presenting uncomfortable
statistics of unsuccessful acquisitions and mergers, but far fewer
answers on how the percentages may be reversed.
Based on 35 years of personal experience (with well over one hundred
transactions), I have compiled 10 rules for successful post-merger
and/or acquisition integrations. Try this recipe:

1. Base the acquisition or merger rationale on strategy, not
on egos

There are only a few correct justifications for choosing acquisitions or
mergers as preferred structural tools over, e.g., a strategic alliance.
Entry barriers and speed requirements are two of them (see also White
Paper #2: Strategy and the Proper Use of M&A Tools). Also, the
selected business domain should be within a core business unit with
scale economics and requirements for higher volume in order to
compensate for the higher operational and financial risks that any
acquisition (or merger) represents.
Due to such risk factors, the justification for a merger or acquisition
should always include elements of lower unit cost or overhead cost
synergies – which are “certain”, not just strategic synergies – which are
“uncertain” (e.g., increased sales or market share).

maximizing owner values in a functioning capital market. But it is a
demanding and difficult objective to manage, and therefore
uncomfortable. It is easier to rationalize mergers by emphasizing the
increase in total revenue, total profits and strategic benefits – without
sufficient emphasis on ownership dilution.

2. Set defined synergy targets on a per share basis

3. Establish the project team based on experience, not interest

 Specify the criteria for the acquisition or merger based on proper
strategic reasoning – or consider alternatives to acquisitions /
mergers – with lower inherent risk.

Management teams often advocate merger and acquisition agendas
based on a desire for greater resources, increased influence and
compensation – rather than with the ambition to create greater value
for their shareholders. Synergies are used as justification arguments
by management teams facing inexperienced or naïve company boards.
Too few Nordic companies have an increase in earnings per share as
an overriding management objective (except for listed companies, but
even then this goal is partially obscured).
An objective of increased earnings per share is a key driver for

 Set an increase in earnings per share to offset merger risk as an
absolute precondition. This is certain to affect the integration plans.

Acquisition projects have their own psychology. There is high visibility,
status, pace – and participation in these projects are perceived as being
particularly interesting by managers. Everybody wants in! However, almost
no other area of business development is more dependent on
accumulated experience; a critical success factor is to have made enough
mistakes early enough – to understand when they were made and why
they occurred.

Experience, not
interest – should be
the basis for team
selection.

Choose people who
have already made
enough mistakes!

 Set up a project team with sufficiently accumulated mistakes.
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4. Ensure continuity in the project organization during and
after the acquisition

The psychology of mergers and acquisitions drives a notion in the
project team of having created significant value when, after months of
hard work, the agreements are finally signed. But the exact opposite is
the truth: what has been created is increased risk! The funding has
been committed – without any return so far – and the integration plan
for how to recapture the value of the acquired business has not yet
been finalized. In addition, the project has been intensive and timeconsuming – and line management tasks have been suffering along
the way. Consequently, the project organization is dissolved after
contract signing; everybody relaxes – and negative influencers take
hold of the situation.
 Ensure continuity in the project organization during and after the
acquisition, including for the due diligence team.

5. Set crystal-clear objectives for short-term results

Many Scandinavian managers live in the delusion that it is unwise to
flag requirements for swift efficiency gains, cost savings or downsizing
– as this may create organizational unrest. Again, the opposite is the
case! Most organizations are far more advanced in their understanding
of the situation than their management teams give them credit for.
Middle management of an acquired company understands perfectly
well that the acquisition drives the need for increased earnings. Top
management loses credibility and respect when not communicating
this message, thereby being interpreted as apparently not having
decided how the investment shall be recovered.

 Everyone understands the need for increased earnings and early
wins based on well-founded and thorough justifications. Be
honest and communicate this message immediately.

This means that other team members should be working with other
checklists which are not related to due diligence; e.g.:
• Middle management interviews
• Management team diagnosis (Management Audits)
• Analysis of organizational efficiency, product portfolio, product
development, manufacturing, marketing, distribution and cost
structure
• Prioritization of improvement areas
• Determining integration objectives
 Use the due diligence period to prepare an initial post-merger
integration and restructuring plan.

7. Appoint an integration manager separate from regular
line management

A common misperception is that the line manager should also be the
integration manager. This is normally unsound because many of the
necessary post-merger integration actions are non-recurring and thus
add to the normal operational workload. Dividing the workload ensures
that customer relationships, supplier relationships, sales and
production run at full speed and without disruptions. However, equally
important is the tactical dimension. Having separate integration and
line managers enables a process where the integration manager’s "fixit" attitude and possible wear on the organization do not represent
long-term consequences for how the line organization is being
perceived.
 Establish a separate integration team in close coordination with
line management.

6. Develop a detailed integration plan for the first 90 days
during the due diligence period
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Clear goals, shortterm gains,
continuity and pace:
Four clear focus areas
for integrations
following mergers
and acquisitions

The proper handling
of people during
change is one of the
critical guidelines for
getting the most
value from a merger

Due diligence processes are risk analysis projects of an auditing and
legal nature, where companies typically undergo 1-3 weeks of 'health
check' analysis based on checklists. This is standard procedure. What
is less obvious, is to use this period to develop a short-term and
detailed integration plan so that the foundation of an effective postmerger integration project is completed before the deal is signed.
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8. Make organizational decisions immediately

Please note the graph on the previous page. The organization knows
that changes are coming – they just do not know for whom. Therefore,
the use of “sufficient time to have a thorough and contributing process”
has the opposite of the planned effect. The delay creates uncertainty,
turmoil and corridor gossip – and cultural frustration rather than cultural
integration. Skilled headhunters know these effects and consequently
they actively use these transition periods to their benefit!
Therefore, communicate clear messages to all key individuals
immediately, and always before a weekend or a holiday – never
afterwards. Use days to develop a new organizational plan, not
months. The basis for the new structure should have been prepared
during the due diligence process, so it should basically be ready. You
always know far more than you think you know – it’s a matter of taking
the consequences, so do it!
 Have a new organization plan early: within days, not months.

10. Attack cultural alignment with the same dedication as is
applied to synergies and reorganization
Compose all teams and workgroups with representatives from both
organizations – but only with representatives who will stay on. Break
down cultural differences by establishing and promoting the policies
and values upon which the future leadership should be based.
Establish a culture team that identifies and names cultural differences.
Develop an action plan for cultural coordination and ensure broad
internal distribution of the project results. Make monthly audits of
progress, deviations and corrective measures in relation to the plan.

 Manage cultural coordination as a top management priority, with
the same dedication as applied to synergies and reorganization.

A final perspective
Nobody likes to be acquired!

Acquisitions and mergers always represent transfer of control to the
acquiring company – which is, said or unsaid, perceived as a loss of
power and positions of the other party. The consequences of this
simple perspective should be to implement the integration process in a
way that focuses the energy forward, without creating feelings of loss
and stirring negative attitudes.
With this approach to integration management, it is my contention that
the field of post-merger integration may be considerably simplified –
and be based on better understanding by using a practical toolkit for
creating merger successes.

9. Maintain high speed throughout the integration process

Speed is an important driver when focusing the whole organization on
operations and the road ahead, rather than looking for faults and
questioning the merger’s advisability. High speed presupposes that the
analysis has been done in advance, so that increased momentum will
not compromise decision quality.
 Maintain momentum. Speed is a value in and of itself that builds
cohesion and identity.
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Nobody likes to be
acquired!

Much of the right
approach to handling
mergers and
acquisitions is
imbedded in the
consequences of this
simple message

As of today, the interrelation between many unsuccessful acquisitions
and the fundamental causes behind the statistics are partly uncertain,
misunderstood and misty. They need not be. We have sufficient
knowledge!
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